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ABSTRACT
We propose a multi step motion estimation algorithm (MSME) that encompasses techniques such as motion vector
prediction, determination of search range and search patterns, and identification of termination criteria that suits to
all type of video characteristic. This approach allows us to exploit random distribution of motion vector in successive
video frames from which the initial candidate predictors are derived. The derived predictors are the most probable
points in search window, which will assure that, the motion vectors in the vicinity of center point and at the edge of
the search window does not miss out, as it does for earlier algorithms like Three step search(TSS), Four step search(FSS),
Diamond(DS), etc and refinement stage used in the algorithm will allow us to extract true motion vector so that the
picture quality is as good as Full search(FS) which is the optimal algorithm. The novelty of the proposed MSME
algorithm is that the search pattern derived is not static but can dynamically shrink or enlarge to account for small
and large motion and fixed threshold used improves speed without sacrificing the quality of video. The Simulation
result shows that our proposed algorithm outperforms all sub-optimal algorithms in terms of quality and speed up
performance and in many cases PSNR of proposed algorithm is comparable to Full Search.
Keywords: Motion Vector, Block Matching Algorithm, Three Step Search, Four Step Search, Diamond Search, Full
Search.

1. INTRODUCTION

Motion estimation (ME) and compensation are the keys
to high quality video coding [1]. ME is a process of
estimating the motion of macroblock (MB) of some
predefined size from the reference frame to generate the
current frame. Block Matching based motion estimation
is used in most video codecs, including MPEG-2, MPEG4 and H.263 [2]. ME is also a key component in the digital
restoration of achieved video and for post production
and special effect in the movie industry. ME and the
exploitation of the strong correlation among the
successive frames allows us to encode and transmit the
motion vectors along with the error frame obtained using
the regenerated current frame and the actual current
frame and hence, reduces the number of bits used to
convey the information. To achieve this bit reduction,
various approaches and algorithms have been proposed
in the literature [1, 2, 3,]. The most accurate BMA is the
exhaustive FS method. The only disadvantage of this
method and perhaps the biggest flaw is the high
computational cost associated with it. Other algorithms
with reduced number of computations, for example, the
successive elimination algorithm (SEA) [4], a new three
step search [5], a novel four-step search (FSS) [6], efficient
four step search [7], unrestricted center biased diamond
search (UCBDS) [8], cross search [9], fast full search
motion estimation [10], complexity bounded motion

estimation [11], predictive coding based on interframe
efficient motion estimation [12], Among these algorithms,
the SEA is similar to the full search method except, the
first one eliminates certain search points based on the
Minkowiski’s inequality. Further reduction in number
of search points was achieved in TSS algorithm. The main
drawback of TSS is the relatively large search pattern in
the first step having a distance of 4, which renders it
inefficient for finding blocks with small motions. In order
to exploit the characteristics of the center-biased motion
vector distribution, FSS algorithm was proposed to speed
up the search mechanism. The main drawback of FSS is
the relatively small search pattern in the first step having
a distance of 2, which renders it inefficient for finding
blocks with large motions. TSS, FSS algorithm are static
that is they have fixed search pattern and restricted
window size, and are inefficient for predicting true
motion vector for low or high motion. Other algorithm
like appeared in [13–18] uses motion vector prediction
(MVP) technique and has shown significant performance
improvement in terms of quality. These algorithms
provide better peak to signal ratio (PSNR) as compared
to TSS, FSS, DS, etc. and are not static but are very
complex and needs memory to store motion vectors for
prediction. This makes it difficult for multimedia
application where porting of video codec for embedded
processor is required as well as for video streaming
application for video on demand.
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In this paper we suggest a probabilistic approach to
determine the initial candidate predictor that is the most
probable search point for first iteration and it is followed
by refinement stage which allow us to extract true motion
vector so that picture quality is as good as FS. The
designed search pattern as mentioned earlier can
dynamically shrink or enlarge depending on threshold
criteria. The algorithm assures that 1) the search is not
trapped in the local minima, 2) the search does not miss
out on the motion vector found in the central region, 3)
the search is terminated early by using fixed threshold
without sacrificing PSNR, 4) computations are less 6)
complexity is low.
The organization of the paper is as follows:
Section 2 presents proposed algorithm and explains
the algorithm in detail considering the steps involved.
Section 3 presents simulation results of our proposed
algorithm in comparison with the algorithms like the FS,
TSS, 4SS and DS.

(p = 7) for multiple frames of QCIF sequence using full
search (FS) motion estimation algorithm. FS finds motion
vectors by sequentially searching the whole 15 × 15 search
window in the reference frame. A MB centered at each
of the position in the window is compared to the MB in
the target frame, pixel by pixel, and their respective sum
of square (SSE) is then derived. The vector that offers
the least MAD is designated the motion vector MV for
the MB in the target frame. For each of the MV detected
at location (i,j) in 15x15 search window a count is
maintained for multiple frames of the sequence. The
percentage MVP at a particular location (i, j) is % MVP
(i, j) = 100 * (Number of MVs found at location (i, j) /
Total number of MVs) = 100 * (Count(i, j) / Total number
of MVs ). For example if we consider 75 frames with
frame size of 320 × 240 and MB size of 8 × 8, we have
total 40 × 30 × 75 numbers of MVs. If count at (i, j) location
using FS equals 15 then
%MVP(i, j) =

15
× 100 = 0.11%
40 × 30 × 75

2. PROPOSED MSME ALGORITHM

Our algorithm is based on stochastic approach which
exploit random distribution of MVs in successive video
frames for selection of search points within given search
window, with the assumption that motion field varies
slowly both spatially and temporally, therefore it is
highly probable that MBs closer to the current MB, in
time and space may show the same motion. If this
assumption holds, instead of testing all possible MVs, as
FS does, we can use the most probable MV that is the set
of candidate predictors. Then the best candidate
predictor, that is the MV with the lowest SSE, is sent to a
refinement phase that allows obtaining the final MV. The
algorithm described here operates in two phases. In first
phase we determine the initial candidate predictor to
begin the search and also ensure that search does not get
trap in local minima and in second phase the refinement
stage will look for true motion vector.
2.1. Initial Candidate Predictor
The driving idea is to reduce the cardinality of the
candidate predictor set as much as possible and, at the
same time, to put the “best” candidate in the set that is
those MV that describe at best the motion. In order to
find the best candidate for initial search, we propose the
basic search pattern as shown in Fig.1. The search points
in the central diamond region, at location (0, 0) (0, –1)
(0, –2) (0, 1) (0, 2) (–1, –1) (–1, 0) (–1, 1) (–2, 0) (1, –1) (1, 0)
(1, 1) (2, 0) are 13 most probable points which are derived
by determining the motion vector distribution probability
over a search window of (2p + 1) × (2p + 1).
Table I depicts the percentage motion vector
distribution probability over search window of 15 × 15

Fig 1: Basic Search Pattern of MSME
Table 1
Percentage Motion Vector Probability Distribution using
CIF/QCIF Sequences

As observed from Table.1, the motion vector
distribution is highly center biased with about 75% of
the motion vectors being found in the central diamond
region. To further justify our selection of 13 points in
central diamond region, we analyze the shortcoming in
earlier suboptimal algorithm like TSS, FSS, and DS. It is
well known that the PSNR of these algorithms are low
as compared to FS, the cause of failure of these algorithms
is initial static search pattern which is unable to detect
true motion vector that is TSS, FSS, and DS fails to find
best match that FS has been able to find at particular
location within 15x15 search window. To analyze the
pitfalls of these algorithms we have generated error table
using varieties of video sequences but we have shown
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result of akiyo sequence in Table. II where each entry in
table indicates the percentage error that is number of
times DS fail to find the true motion vector for multiple
frames that FS has been able to find at particular location
Hor
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The zero percent error at nine location in Table II is
reflection of initial search points of DS but error
accumulation in inner diamond region at location (–1, 0)
(0, –1) (1, 0) (0, 1) is about 24% for DS, it is known that
diamond search performs better than other two

algorithms TSS and FSS, but still fails to account for MVs
in inner diamond region. Therefore it is mandatory for
any motion estimation algorithm, not to miss out on any
MVs found in central diamond region.

Table 2
Percentage of Times Diamond Search have Failed to Find Best Match that Full Search has Found at Particular Point within
15 × 15 Search Window for 75 Frames of Akiyo Sequence.

Based on the probability distribution of motion
vector and error table, our next logical step was to decide
on number of search points in proximity of central point
that is mv(0, 0), for this we selected maximum 13 most
probable points in central diamond region. We found
that this 13 most probable points as shown in Fig.1. gives
better PSNR result than diamond search at cost of few
additional points. However, from simulation result of
Table 8-9, it is observed, this algorithm, just like diamond
search, gets trapped in local minima and often fails to

find motion vectors which are closer to edge of the search
window. In order to solve the problem of local minima
trap and also look for the motion vector located at edge
of search window. We propose the search pattern of Fig.2
as initial search for first iteration with most probable
points in central diamond region and next probable 8
points in outer diamond region located at (–6, 0) (–3, –3)
(–3, 3) (0, –6) (0, 6) (3, –3) (3, 3) (6, 0) to take care of motion
vector located at edge of search window.
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PSNR of 22dB will degrade the quality and choosing
PSNR much above 45 dB increases the number of search
points. Considering this fact, we can safely assume that
for all practical purposes, a PSNR of 45 can be considered
to be a “good PSNR”.
Now,
PSNR = 10 * log (2552/MSE)
Therefore, 45 = 10 * log (2552/MSE)
Therefore, MSE = 2.056
Fig 2: Search Pattern of MSME

This pattern has ability to shrink or enlarge
depending on criteria mentioned, the shrinking can be
as small as five points and enlarge may be as big as
twenty one points. After initial iteration, if minimum cost
function is found in the central diamond region the
refinement stage uses eight point search (EPS) described
in section IV-B and if minimum cost function is found in
outer diamond the search algorithm uses DS to track true
motion vector. Simulation result will show that this
pattern do not get trap in local minima as well as look
for true motion vector.

Therefore, for an 8 × 8 macroblock,
SSE = 64 * 2.056 = 131 (approx.)
Thus, we can say that a match is a good match if the
SSE is less than or equal to 131, the threshold SSE. The
graph of Fig.3 justifies our selection of fixed threshold
(45 dB) and effect of selecting lower and higher threshold
on picture quality and number of search points (NSP).

2.2. Refinement Stage
In this phase the refinement vectors try to correct the
best candidate predictor searched in first phase to achieve
the true motion vector. The refinement is done on the
vectors obtain in first iteration to ensure that algorithm
does not get trapped in local minima. Refinement phase
let the motion field evolve and provide the required
resolution. Since there is not a preferred direction, the
refinement vectors are placed as a grid, centered on the
best predictor, made of four points on cross direction
and four on diagonal directions for motion vector found
in central diamond region. These correction vectors of
the refinement grid have a very limited range, one pixel,
but they are able to give a good correction in most cases.
However, in some circumstances, for example the MV
found at the edge of the search window, it is convenient
to enlarge the grid to recover the correct motion, in other
words use diamond search to locate true motion vector.
In our algorithm refinement grid shrinks if minimum SSE
is found in central diamond that is standard EPS
algorithm is used. It enlarges if minimum SSE is found
in outer diamond that is DS algorithm used.
2.3. Early Termination of Algorithm
To reduce computation in first iteration and iteration to
follow without sacrificing the quality of video the
algorithm uses technique of early termination using fixed
threshold. In all of the video sequences that we analyzed
using the FS, the average PSNR, was in the range of 22
dB to 45 dB. For early termination of search, selecting

Fig 3: Effect of Choice of Threshold on Picture Quality
and on NSP

2.4. Search Strategy
The flow chart for the aforementioned MSME is depicted
in Fig.4.
1.

Initially search inner five points of central
diamond.
a. Obtain the best match SSEmin(S1) from this
five points
b. If SSEmin (S1) < Threshold, the best match is
S1 transmit vector location of S1 and go to
step 4.
c. If S1 > Threshold go to step 2.

2.

Consider all 13 search points of central diamond
for the pattern shown in Fig.2. Calculate the SSE
at every point proceeding sequentially from the
central diamond point to outer points.
Case i: If any of these points has SSE value less
than or equal to the threshold transmit vector
location of that point and go to step 4.
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Case ii: If match is found in the central diamond
region, continue the search by using EPS and
find the best match (threshold condition applies)
and transmit vector location of that point and
go to step 4.
Case iii: If match is found in the outer 8 points
continue the search by using the DS and find the
best match (threshold condition applies) and
transmit vector location of that point and go to
step 4.
Case iv: If SSEmin is greater than Threshold go
to step 3.
3.

Compute best match for all points and transmit
SSEmin vector location

4.

End.

Fig 5: Miss America Sequence

Fig 6: Garden Sequence

The average peak signal to noise ratio PSNR of all
encoded pictures is used as a measure of objective
quality. The sum of square error (SSE) distortion function
is used as the block distortion measure (BDM). We
compared the MSME against four other block based
motion estimation methods—FS, TSS, FSS, and DS using
the following test criteria.

Fig 4: Flowchart of MSME Algorithm

•

Average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).

•

Average number of search points per block
(ASP).

•

PSNR versus variable bitrate.

Table 3
Comparison of the Average psnr (db) Value of FS,
MSME, DS, FSS AND TSS

3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The MSME algorithm is simulated with threshold using
the luminance component of fifteen CIF/QCIF sequence
with variable frame numbers. Out of fifteen sequences,
we have shown two video sequences which present
different kinds of motion to test the algorithm behaviour
under different conditions.
1.

2.

Miss America: Typical videoconference
sequence Fig.5 with head and shoulder
movement with fixed background.
Garden: Sequence Fig.6 consists mainly of
stationary objects, but with a fast camera
panning motion.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 summarize the PSNR value,
average number of search points and average PSNR
versus varying bitrate for algorithms like FS, MSME DS,
FSS, and TSS. Simulation result shows considerable
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improvement in PSNR of sequences like suzie, akiyo,
mother and daughter, and carphone. The PSNR value of
this sequences are comparable to full search with less
number of search points, this is because of fixed
threshold. MSME for other sequences like coastguard,
Stefan etc have inferior match compared to FS but is far
better than TSS, FSS, and DS. The varying bitrate also do
not affect the performance of MSME which makes it
suitable for rate constrained ME.
Table 4
Comparison of the Average Number of
Search Points of FS, MSME, DS, FSS and TSS

Table 5
Comparison of the Average psnr (dB) Versus Varying Bitrates
of FS, MSME, DS, FSS and TSS

4. CONCLUSION

Our proposed algorithm, MSME, has been presented in
this paper for motion estimation. The proposed algorithm
uses probabilistic approach to locate the true motion
vector. Simulation results show that MSME achieves
better estimate accuracy as compared to earlier proposed
algorithms. Due to its efficient search pattern it track
motion vector in vicinity of central point as well as at
edge of the search window which makes it more
applicable search algorithm for video with small and
large motion. The early termination of algorithm with
reasonable PSNR is possible using fixed threshold. The
computations involved in this technique are considerably
low as compared to FS, TSS, FSS, DS, and MSME with
PSNR comparable to MSME and much better than other
sub optimal algorithm. In addition proposed algorithm
is more robust as compared to earlier algorithms because
it is flexible enough to work well, for any search range
and window size which will be useful in rate constrained

environment. Even the performance of MSME is
consistent for the image sequence that contains complex
movements such as camera panning and zooming. The
simulation result demonstrates that the proposed
algorithm is very suitable for high quality video
encoding.
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